


Radiation of energy to and from the earth





Solar Heating 

• 7 Century BC Magnifying glass used to 
concentrate sun’s rays to make fire and to burn 
ants

• 3rd Century Greeks and Romans use burning 
mirrors to light torches for religious purposes

• 1767 Swiss scientist Horace de Saussure was 
credited with building the world’s first solar 
collector, later used by Sir John Herschel to cook 
food during his South Africa expedition in the 
1830s. 



• The first commercial solar water heater was introduced by Clarence Kemp 
in the 1890's in California. For a $25 investment, people could save about 
$9 a year in coal costs. It was a simple batch type solar water heater that 
combined storage and collector in one box.

• The first thermosyphon systems with the tank on the roof and the 
collector below were invented, patented, and marketed in California in the 
1920's by William Bailey. One of the largest commercial systems in 
California was installed for a resort in Death Valley.



Solar Collector

• Solar Thermal is a clean, highly efficient 
means of using renewable energy from the 
sun to provide hot water for domestic, 
commercial and industrial process . Put in 
simple terms, if you place a container full of 
liquid in the garden on a sunny day, in a short 
time the contents of the container become 
warm. Solar Collectors work in much the same 
way, but are very more efficient.



• A sealed circuit of fluid containing a special 
mix of glycol and water is pumped around the 
system through the Solar panels where it is 
heated and passed through a special solar coil 
within the hot water tank. The heat is then 
transferred to the main body of water within 
the tank, once up to temperature, this water is 
ready for use in the house, office or factory. 



Passive Solar

• Passive Solar is accommodated in the design of 
some homes where living rooms are  south facing 
with large windows and floors and sometimes walls 
have a large thermal mass.

• While it is necessary to use the solar to heat in 
winter overheating in summer has to be avoided, this 
is normally done by having a roof overhang which 
blocks the high summer sun but not the low winter 
sun. 

• While it can provide some free heat it doesn’t supply 
hot water and there are design constraints.









Solar Collector



Processes at a flat-plate collector



Principle of an evacuated tube collector with heat pipe; view from top



A double-cycle system with forced circulation with a conventional boiler
for back-up heating 



Collector efficiencies at different irradiances and temperature differences



A solar district heating system 







A thermosyphon system 









Solar Water Heat



Heliodyne





















Solar Collector Markets 

• China is by far the world’s largest manufacturer and user of 
solar water heating.

• By the end of 2002, the total installed area of solar domestic 
hot water systems there was about 40 million m²; annual 
production and sales volume reached about 8 million m² in 
2002.

• There are now more than 1000 manufacturers producing and 
selling solar thermal systems, and a total turnover of more 
than €1 billion has been achieved.

• Evacuated-tube collectors dominate the Chinese domestic 
and export markets.

• Elsewhere, about 1 million m² of collector surface was 
installed in the US by 2001; almost all of this was made up of 
unglazed absorbers used for swimming pool heating.



Solar Collector Markets 

• In Europe, there was about 1.1 million m² of collector area 
installed by 2002, and the flat-plate collector dominates 
installations.

• About half of these installations have been realized in 
Germany.

• The solar collector market mainly depends on political 
conditions in a particular country, and in Germany, for 
instance, the collector market dropped by 40% in 2002 due to 
uncertain political conditions, though it recovered again in 
2003.

• However, the EU has very ambitious targets for collector 
installations, with a target of 100 million m² by 2010.

• Solar thermal systems will then play an important role in the 
struggle against global warming.





Solar PV Systems - Solar Lighting & 
Electricity



Hybrid solar technology 

• Developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the 
hybrid solar technology uses a rooftop-mounted 48-
inch diameter collector and secondary mirror that 
track the sun throughout the day using GPS.

• The collector system focuses the sunlight into 127 
optical fibers connected to special light fixtures 
equipped with diffusion rods similar to fluorescent 
light bulbs.

• The rods spread light in all directions.

http://www.ornl.gov/


Hybrid solar technology 

• Hybrid solar lighting systems are being tested in 
various demonstration projects around the country 
including a Wal-Mart in McKinney, Texas, a Staples 
store in Long Island, N.Y., a Braden’s Furniture 
showroom in Knoxville, Tenn., the Naval Exchange in 
Hawaii, some office space at San Diego State 
University, the Aveda corporate headquarters in 
Minneapolis and Oak Ridge National Lab’s Multi-
Purpose Research Facility.



http://ecotality.com/life/wp-content/uploads/2007/10/fiber_optic_lamp.jpg
http://ecotality.com/life/wp-content/uploads/2007/10/fiber_optic_lamp.jpg
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GEOCLIMATIC ENERGY ADDRESSES THE 
WORLD’S 12 GREATEST CHALLENGES:

• Climate change and related death, destruction, and costs.
• Fossil fuel depletion.
• Toxic and carcinogenic fossil fuel and refrigeration systems 

emissions and related illness, suffering, deaths, and costs.
• Workforce unemployment and underemployment.
• Reversing land desertification.
• Global energy poverty and future energy security.
• Global water poverty and future water security.
• Global food poverty and future food security.
• Global economic poverty and future economic security.
• Poverty related violence, wars, and subsequent costs.
• Providing reasonable returns on pension investments.
• Reducing the unbearable financial burden on taxpayers.
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WHAT IS GEOCLIMATIC ENERGY?
• The cleanest and greenest renewable energy production and 

storage system ever invented.  
• A radically new energy producing industry, the natural 

extension of the refrigeration industry; even using similar 
components.

• Could make most other cooling and heating systems obsolete.
• Produces, not consumes electric power, even as it provides 

space heating or cooling energy. 
• Eliminates energy bills and carbon taxes 
• The CO2 powered answer to climate change.
• The CO2 powered answer to all harmful fossil fuel and 

refrigeration emissions.
• Produces the most power at ambient temperature extremes.
• Potentially the defining innovation of the 21st century.
• Possibly a literal godsend for our planet at this time.
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• A CO2 organic rankine cycle seasonal and solar thermal 
energy powered production, storage and recycling 
system for heating, cooling, and powering buildings 
that:

• Effectively provides electric power and winter heating 
energy by the power of cold winter air; while storing 
waste “cold energy” in a “cold field” for summer cooling 
and freezing use.

• Effectively provides electric power and summer cooling 
by the power of ambient and solar thermal heat; while 
storing waste heat in a “hot field” for winter space 
heating and year round water heating.

• Conserves finite energy resources for industry, 
transportation, agriculture, and future generations.

WHAT IS GEOCLIMATIC ENERGY? (cont’d)



HOW DOES GEOCLIMATIC ENERGY WORK?

• Shaft or electric power is produced at the 
turbine by:
– expanding liquid CO2 to a high pressure vapour in 

the solar thermal collector or “hot field”
– then condensing it back to a low pressure CO2 liquid 

in the outdoor condenser or “cold field”.
– A small pump returns liquid to the evaporator to 

complete the circuit.

• No outside power or fuel is required, no 
emissions produced.

• Both fields act as condensers in summer and as 
evaporators in winter
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GEOCLIMATIC ENERGY CAN PROVIDE:

• Summer  cooling and freezing power. 

• Winter space heating.

• Sanitary hot water heating. 

• Electric power on demand.

• The means by which we can fulfill our global 
emissions reduction commitments.

• The means by which we can earn carbon credits 
instead of having to pay carbon taxes.

• A cleaner, greener planet for future generations.
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GEOCLIMATIC SYSTEM MAIN COMPONENTS:

• Seasonally reversing CO2 turbine/heat pump unit 
with liquid return pump, and optional 
motor/generator unit

• Outdoor CO2 solar thermal collector/winter 
condenser

• Frost resistant hot field CO2 heat exchanger

• Frost resistant cold field CO2 heat exchanger

• Indoor vertical convection CO2 heat exchanger(s)

• Piping and control mechanisms
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WHY CO2 WORKING FLUID?

• Natural and non toxic

• Non flammable

• Non carcinogenic, non mutagenic

• Low cost and abundant

• Provides high vapour expansion rate

• Works in the -80°C to +80°C range

• Supercritical above 31°C

• Not a man-made refrigerant that could ever be 
banned; making equipment obsolete 
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GEOCLIMATIC COOLING IN SUMMER
• The “cold field” has cooled 

to  (-25°C, 250 psi) over 
winter. The indoor 
evaporator (+25°C, 900psi) 
releases heat to the cold 
field without heat pumping.

• When the cold field warms 
to (25°C, 900 psi), the (60°C, 
1,800 psi) solar thermal 
collector powers the heat 
pump turbine, as the waste 
heat recharges the “hot 
field” again.

• The temperature of the cold 
field rises to (30°C, 1,000 
psi) as heat is removed from 
the building.  

• In summer, both fields act as 
condensers
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GEOCLIMATIC HEATING IN WINTER
• The “hot field has heated to 

(42°C, 1,500 psi) over summer 
and is now the evaporator 
which can heat the building 
without heat pumping until it 
drops to (25°C, 900psi)

• The cold field has warmed to 
(30°C, 1,000 psi) over summer 
and the CO2 vapour drives 
the heat pump as it goes to 
the outdoor winter condenser 
(now -30°C, 200 psi)

• The waste “cold energy” then    
cools the “cold field” to          
(-25°C, 250 psi) for summer 
cooling use

• In winter, both fields act as 
evaporators
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GEOCLIMATIC SIDE EFFECTS:

• Competitive displacement of dirty heating and cooling 

fuels, and dirty fuel power generation. 

• Slowing, possibly even reversing climate change 

and related suffering, deaths, destruction and costs.

• Global reduction of environmental carcinogens and 

toxins will mean a global reduction in illness, suffering, 

deaths, and  health care costs.

• We no longer need to use our environment as an 

open sewer for uncontrolled emissions; risking the 

liveability of this beautiful planet we’ve been given.

• More clean, affordable, renewable energy also means 

more food, water, economic activity, and prosperity. 

• Relief for dreadfully overburdened taxpayers.



WE CAN DO IT, AND DO IT RIGHT
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• We can stop this runaway train that is ever 
increasing fossil fuel consumption and all harmful 
emissions.

• Geoclimatic energy system installation can provide 
quality employment for our underemployed  
workforce, allowing us to wisely and proactively 
invest in our world’s future clean energy needs.

• The best carbon capture and storage method may 
be to simply leave carbon fuels in the ground. 



INDOOR CONVECTION HEAT EXCHANGER(S)

• Extend from basement floor up between floor 
joists to top floor ceiling.

• Cold basement air rises to top floor ceiling as 
heated by winter condenser.

• Hot top floor ceiling air drops to basement 
floor as cooled by the summer evaporator.

• No energy consumed, and no fans required.
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ELIMINATE ENERGY & WATER POVERTY 

• Geoclimatic energy can produce shaft or electric power 
on demand almost anywhere.

• Solar thermal is typically 30°C above ambient. Standing 
water is typically 10°C below ambient.

• This 40°C delta T produces (about 660 psi. delta P, or 330 
psi. working delta P) at the turbine.

• Geoclimatic energy can pump and desalinate seawater 
and irrigate the world’s deserts:
– providing badly needed employment and food, 

thereby eliminating drought, famine, and poverty. 

– We will never run out of sunshine, seawater, or 
Geoclimatic Energy.
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THE GEOCLIMATIC COMMUNITY

• Planned from subdivision up for local energy, food, 
and water self sufficiency.

• Planned for optimal use of available land.

• 4 cornering hot fields grouped.

• 4 cornering cold fields grouped.

• Community gardens over geoclimatic fields.

• Can provide back up energy for local power grid

• Makes best use of solar exposure

• Can accommodate frost and heaving of cold fields

• Resistant to weather or terrorist events

• Offers long term affordability and energy security
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GEOCLIMATIC SOLAR COLLECTOR

• Absorbs 6.5 times more solar spectrum than solar PV,  
without a parasitic water pumping load. 

• High pressure CO2 pipe can withstand severe weather 
events including hail and ice storms, cutting insurance 
costs. 

• Can be built into a sloped roof surface or solar tracking 
and concentrating systems.

• Acts as CO2 condenser in winter.
• Rejects heat at night in hot areas.
• Makes use of climatic, seasonal and even day /night 

temperature variation. 
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GEOCLIMATIC FIELDS

• Store solar and seasonal thermal energy.
• Clay soils seal out oxygen preventing corrosion, 

allowing the use of inexpensive steel pipe.
• Frost resistant cold field heat exchanger 

provides A/C, refrigeration, and freezing energy. 
• Hot field provides hot water and space heating. 
• Fields can be grouped to scale like battery cells 

for community systems.
• Can have lawns, parks, community gardens, 

greenhouses, or parking space over them.
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COMPETITIVELY DISPLACE FUELS
• A geoclimatic system can be can be installed within 

the cost of a comparable ground source geothermal 
system. 

• Does not require purchasing ever more costly (on ever 
more levels) fossil fuels or fuel generated power.

• Produces the most energy at times of ambient 
temperature extremes, when it is most needed and 
valuable.  

• A geoclimatic system can provide power on demand, 
allowing more efficient use of intermittent energy 
sources like wind and solar PV.

• Earn carbon credits instead of paying carbon tax.

• We can control emissions; they need not control us.
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CO2 IS A FRIEND, NOT AN ENEMY

• Since it is GHG negative by using CO2, geoclimatic 
energy may be the cleanest and greenest energy 
production system ever invented, and could become 
the defining innovation of the 21st century. 

• Lack of a carbon tax is really a subsidy of dirty fuels, 
paid for by victims of climate change. This tax could 
facilitate the change to clean, renewable energy.

• Geoclimatic Energy can help nations not only meet 
their Kyoto commitment, but also stop climate 
change and reduce all harmful emissions. 

• We must each do what we can to keep our beautiful 
planet liveable for future generations. 
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DISCLAIMER

Geoclimatic energy is a sound concept based on 
good science and our sincere desire to do what we 
can  about global emissions. However, we will need 
to work with natural refrigeration component 
engineers and manufacturers to build a prototype 
system; which can then be tested and perfected. 

At this time, statements and figures used herein may  
be speculative and should only be quoted as such. 
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IN CONCLUSION
• Germany and China have taken the lead in encouraging 

clean renewable energy. We must each do what we can to 
keep our home planet as clean and green as possible.

• Australia has shown us that competitive displacement 
might be more effective than political will in achieving 
green energy compliance. 

• We now need the alliance of: free enterprise,  pension 
fund financing, clean energy and refrigeration 
technology, our underemployed workforce, and 
legendary  resolve, to gain control of emissions.

• As Sir Winston might say, “We have just begun to fight 
the defining battles of this century.”

THANK YOU
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